Greetings to all of our Satanic Family and Comrades.

**PLEASE REMEMBER: WE ARE SPAMMING (CONTINUOUSLY DOING) THE COMMUNICATIONS RTR FIRST AND FOREMOST!**

Due to massive attacks of some retarded, Middle Ages gangsters on free speech, we have to fight back. We all know why this is suddenly happening. The enemy is afraid because the truth about them is coming out, and there is literally nothing they can do, but try to censor the mouth of the Satanic Dragon, which is the WWW (666) or in plain language, the internet. No such steps were taken before as the jews weren't personally threatened, no matter how 'low' the internet may have sunk in the past, which all in all, it's never an argument, as the internet only reflects humanity's tendencies and nothing more.

But now that the jews are feeling intellectually threatened and criticized, of course, the internet is coming under all the more threats.

The internet is one of the few reflections of actual 'freedom' into this world, and even if in itself it's quite limited by jewish companies that try to castrate it's power while using it for their private ends (Such as feeding data to their engines to track humanity as a whole), it still serves to help the common man to escape all perils from problems, to ignorance, to of course, if used properly, open the gates of awakening. The internet should belong to all humans on earth, in it's entirety, as after all, the internet is nothing but an amalgam of the thoughts, creations, and projections of humanity itself.

Anyone truthful and freedom loving would never have a problem with the internet, let alone to regulate it, or turn it into television 2.0. However, instances such as Hitler's Name rising from shambles in the light of new information, scandals like Pizza-gate, the revealing of a jewish world conspiracy, and generally the boundless ability for people to alert other people in regards to what 'those in (((power)))' seek to do to subvert them, has many of these obsolete people trying to censor the internet and destroy it.

The internet gives fun, amusement, education, and power to the common man, that many of these slavers do not want people to have. They feel threatened for their position because they know they do not deserve to be where they are, but only granted the ignorance of the masses and sheer violence and censorship they have made it where they are today.

This is not the first time in world history where the jews are attempting to do massive crimes that will affect the whole of humanity if they are left alone. A similar
thing to the purging of the internet was the open library of Alexandria, burned and razed to the ground by a gang of jews, lead by the jewish proto-Rabbi "Philo Judaeus". After they stole enough manuscripts since the library was open, they decided to burn it.

A similar route is being taken by the 'internet giants' like google who have been supporting an 'open internet' but it seems like they feel they have amassed enough power and knowledge contributed by all humans on earth, and want to censor and make the internet a living prison to keep this to themselves. Jews be jewing, all the time, this never changes.

The cocky jews who are taking on this endeavor are trying to push this through as Saturn aspects Mercury, which is in Sagittarius, ruling knowledge and academic level of communication, but also, higher type of knowledge such as religious knowledge. Why out of all dates in the calendar of the world, do these creeps pick these specific dates to enforce their "Change", right when Mercury starts close to Saturn, out of all the GAZILLIONS of other times they could choose for it?

After this, Mercury starts retrograding, which can work in both ways: Nullify the whole effort of the desperate jews, or on the other hand, prevent people who want to file defensive lawsuits against this crime from carrying this out properly. We will make sure it will be the first outcome.

This is a war we don't have the luxury to let up from. If we do, we will be reverting to the "Judean Party" which took place before.

Now, the enemy is on the run and is getting revealed all the more rapidly, inevitably, as we go, Satan's party will begin in the future. We must orchestrate this party properly by spreading freedom and enlightenment.

So in light of these new circumstances, which are of utmost importance, we will be focusing on the RTR's that will seriously counteract this problem, climaxing in power towards the first 10 days of December.

**Below is the RTR Schedule:**

*The Communications can be prioritized highly in all these days.*

29. 72, Communications, Destroying Jewish Rule & Domination [*Part 1 and 2*]
30. 72, Communications, Destroying Jewish Rule & Domination [*Part 1 and 2*]
1. 72, Communications, Demonic Authority RTR
2. 72, Communications, Demonic Authority RTR
3*. 72, Communications, Disarming the Enemy: Restoring Justice, Destroying Jewish Rule & Domination [*Part 3*]
4*. 72, Communications, Disarming the Enemy: Restoring Justice Destroying Jewish Rule & Domination [*Part 3*]
5. 72, 42, Communications, Right to Rule Nations RTR
6. 72, 42, Communications, Right to Rule Nations RTR
DAYS 3 and 4* are of extreme importance. Ideally, the Communications and the Disarming Jews RTR Should be spammed incessantly on this day by anyone having time. Just take your time and enjoy as in these days you do huge damage on the enemy.

Below are the Links to the Rituals:

72 - https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/72.html
42 - https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Ritual_42.html
Destroying Jewish Rule and Domination RTR - https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/21817.html
Demonic Authority RTR - https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/2017_Solstice.html
Disarming the Enemy RTR - https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/15417.html
Communications RTR - https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/11_9_Ritual.html

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666